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2-469-27

RE: 2901795
DE: H.15134CZ. OCT 76
TO: DIRECTOR
SAN JUAN ROUTINE
TO: SUESJUJA/DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
ATTN: ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION UNIT
SUESJUJA/ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVISION

ATTN: INTERNAL SECURITY SECTION
ATTN: GENERAL CRIMES SECTION
SECRET/REVISED COPY
UNKNOWN SUBJECTS; SUSPECTED SABOTAGE OF CUBANA AIRLINES DC-8 NEAR BARBADOS, WEST INDIES, OCTOBER 6, 1976; NEUTRALITY MATTERS - CUBA - WEST INDIES.

BY TELTYPE: OCTOBER 13, 1976 CIA ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

1. THIS AGENCY HAS CONDUCTED AN INVESTIGATION OF THE NAMES OF PERSONS SUSPECTED OF INVOLVEMENT IN THE OCTOBER 1976 CRASH OF THE CUBANA AIRLINES FLIGHT OFF THE COAST OF BARBADOS. WE HAVE NO CIA TRACES ON WERTHO PICARDO, LUIZ ALBO, NA HERNAN, PR:7 A E C.

This information contained in the transmittal is unclassified except where shown otherwise.

SECRET

Classified by: [Handwritten]
Declassified on: [Handwritten]
TWO ASPECTS OF THE CAMPAIGN TO SEDUCE AND EXTRACT INFORMATION FROM THE OSSattaché IN CARACAS HAVE BEEN DISCLOSED. THE FIRST IS THE USE OF A RELATIVELY SMALL AMOUNT OF RAZORBLADES TO CREATE A CUT IN THE OSSattaché'S ARM. THE SECOND IS THE USE OF A SMALL AMOUNT OF HUMANURINE TO CREATE A SMALL CUT IN THE OSSattaché'S ARM. THE OSSattaché WAS THEN TOLD THAT THE UREA IN THE URINE WOULD PRODUCE A SIMILAR EFFECT TO THE RAZORBLADES.

3. CLASSIFIED BY RECORDED REPORTING OFFICER. EXCEPT FROM GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE OF F. S. 11598 EXEMPTION Category impossible to determine date of automatic declassification.

LIGATN, MEXICO CITY, CARACAS AND BUENOS AIRES ADVISED SEPARATELY.
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